The Red Bull Reign World Finals Promotional Film is a very natural, raw representation of the urban street ball scene and culture.
From promoting the street ball aesthetic, to highlighting the global nature of the tournament, the video will create high interest
in the sport. How? The simple ideas are the best. The video is focused on the essence of coolness, captivated by the skill and the
style of the ballers. It’s a crisp RED Weapon Helium 8K Camera visual, it’s a gritty and intense excitement piece.
Location
The video will use meek locations, such as council estate multi courts, cages or street hoops which are understated as possible
and in urban looking locations. The locations will be left in their natural conditions to make the video as natural as possible. The
locations will be representative of the sports culture and locations which would be easily accessible by the players local to the
areas they live.

Screenplay
The video is edit-driven and representative of a very natural, urban street ball scenario comprised of stylish cinematography,
intense sport action, and tournament footage. Please see below a video progression for the journey the players will take in
the video.
1
We would like to begin the video with some off court capture of players in gloomy indoor atmospheres, urban landscapes,
dilapidated apartments and run-down areas. Whether it be getting ready to play, putting their training gear on, grabbing their
basketballs, training kit, looking across the urban landscapes or grabbing a can of Red Bull from the fridge, a emersive
tension is built.
2
Players cascade onto the streets with a determined attitude, making their way to a local court. The players are expecting to
meet their team members and awaiting opposition. Depending on the availability of players, we would like the video to have a
Dutch and British team of players compete against each other to give the video an authentic and competitive feel.
3
One team approaches the other in the court, offset from a side street. As the video populates, all of the players have a
stylised attitude on screen. The assembly of the two teams is shown loosely in the editing
4
Cool, stylised shots of the players executing manoeuvres create the rhythm of the piece. Dramatic, and ultra-slow-motion
shots of the players scoring hoops will be incorporated into the video. The teams are aggressive and battling it out together
to represent a rough, urban version of the game. At the same time, the players are enjoying themselves and this comes
across on screen.
5
As the two teams compete against each other, hand held close ups of ball handling, feet movements and fast faced, team
action sequences are captured in high frame rates so that the clips can be edited in slow motion. Some players are seen out
of breath by the side line, stopping for a can of Red Bull.
6
In the evening, the game intensifies and reaches a climax. The energy of the video breaks off to show brief shots of the
teams in surrounding neighbourhoods and run down areas. Using the focus point ‘‘Street Ball is life’, the players take their
basketball with them where ever they go to reprosent a sporting obsession which never sleeps.
7
An element of comradery is presented as the teams bond, drinking cans of Red Bull or grabbing some street food in their
break represented in the video as a quick‘half time’.
8
The game play continues into the darkness and the teams play on. At this night-time stage of the video, the edit contains,
abstract, staged shots of the players individually or in a group including close ups of hands, eyes and ball handling. Strobe
lighting will be used to create stark slow-motion imagery of the sport action.
9
The tournament footage which you supplied us will crescendo towards the end of the video, leading to the end board with a
specific call to action, to be lead by Red Bull.

RED Weapon S35 Helium 8K Camera
With the use of the RED Weapon Helium S35 Camera, which has a high
dynamic colour range, can shoot in crisp a 8K quality and capture
footage in silky smooth 240FPS slow-motion, the video will seem like a
movie. The Weapon will be used in a number of ways. 1.) For smooth
craning, approaching or panning shots of the players, the camera will
be mounted on a DJI Ronin 3 Axis stabilising gimbal. 2.) Hand held
shots, supported by a chest rig will capture fast pace sport action. 3.)
A tripod for awkward, for offset stills cinematography of courts,
landscapes or still shots players in groups. With a full kit of Canon
CN-E Prime lenses, elements of the video will be fish-eye distortion,
helping the video to be reminiscent of early hip hop music videos.

Lighting and colour
The video takes place from day through to night to give a variation in natural light and shadow. Daylight scenes will have a
slightly retro feel and depending on the weather, will utilise rich flaring cinematography. The video will have a mildly faded,
neutral and hazy colour tone. It is styled on video camera footage from the 90’s period but with all the modern 8K crispness
of a RED Camera. The video is unafraid to use a combine a variation of monochromatic clips which infuse well with the hip
hop themes. During the night scenes, strobe lighting is used with slow motion capture to flash onto the players during high
speed action and intensify their movements. Accents of flashed light will be caught on any close-ups of faces, making the
players appear backlit or silhouetted. Flood lit courts will look high in contrast and cast longer shadows of the action onto
concrete. This will create stark shadows, with heavily contrasting shots which we think will look great in black and white.

Editing
Shot in RED Camera 8K quality, the video makes no compromises on its range of crisp slow-motion cinematography
integrated with the fast pace action shots. The overall appearance will take inspiration from the Coast 2 Coast video which
you supplied us, however we intend to make the visuals more urban. Due to the style of editing, an underlying energy routed
in the video can build up and then drop at any point helping to keep the engagement of the video high and exciting
throughout. The editing will put emphasis on natural breaks in energy, using intense close ups, generating a thought
provoking piece.

Tournament Footage
The tournament footage which you supplied us will crescendo towards the end of the video, leading to the end board with a
specific call to action, to be lead by Red Bull. As I have done so in the past with the b-roll GoPro cut-away clips in my project
for Sony Music, we think it would be cool to include the game clips in a similar Polaroid style. Some screen grabs of game
clips you supplied us here, can be seen below for your visual reference .

Music
The music is a very important feature to the video which takes heavy inspiration from Kanye West’s recent ‘I Thought About
Killing You’ track from his 2018 album ‘ye’. We have selected a young beat producer who is also a rapper and he will produce
a hip hop style beat to give the visuals a totally original and bespoke sound design. Cinematic sounds and movie trailer hits
will give the video added coolness along with occasional foley of squeaking trainers or basketball sound effects.

